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Story description

Ecchi Sketch: Draw Cute Girls Every Day follows the story of Yume Akiyama, a girl in her mid twenties who works at a real
'dead-end' job - at a funeral company. Her real passion, however, is anything girl x girl - manga, anime, videogames; if it has

cute girls romancing other cute girls, then she's a fan.

A talented amateur artist, Yume is suddenly given the opportunity of a lifetime - to be a mangaka at a manga studio! But with so
many other attractive girls at the office... will she be able to concentrate?
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Yume Akiyama
Yume Akiyama, the heroine of our story, is a graphic designer at a funeral company. She’s also a highly talented manga artist

and is a superfan of anything girl x girl, be it manga, anime or video games.

Yume’s mother died while she was young, so now she lives with her Dad, a high powered executive at Miyuhara Industries.
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Kyoko Miyuhara
Kyoko Miyuhara is heir to the Miyuhara fortune. Her father is the president of Miyuhara Industries, a national company on the

Nikkei stock exchange.

After a chance meeting with Yume, Kyoko reveals she runs her own company - Shirayuri Media who create girl x girl manga
and doujinshi.
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Rin
Rin is the jack of all trades at Shirayuri Media. From shading, to cleaning and colouring, Rin handles the odd jobs. Obsessed
with pink, magical girls, and all things cute, Rin often comes across bratty and immature. Underneath, however, she hides a

heart of gold.
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Megumi
Megumi is a talented storyteller, a hobbyist musician and deep thinker. She often loses herself in her own thoughts... sometimes

in the midst of conversation.

She often questions her place in the world, and can come across a little abrasive. Her personal life is a closely guarded secret.

Features
Partial voice acting across 3 major routes.

An original soundtrack.
20+ unique CGs
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Title: Ecchi Sketch: Draw Cute Girls Every Day!
Genre: Indie
Developer:
NewWestGames
Publisher:
NewWestGames
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Intel Celeron or Higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Onboard or higher

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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very yes kyoko besto aaaaaaaaaaa

 lmao so obvious . The art is well done and the girls are cute. The story is alright for a Steam H-game. Not a fan of the voice
acting. Turn off the voices and you'll probably enjoy it if you like H-games.. reccomended. The yuri scenes are fine, and that's
everything Ecchi Sketch: Draw Cute Girls Every Day! can offer. Another boring story with lots of unnecessary stuff. Also, the
price is way too high! It's not worth buying even on sale.. Eh, the visual novel game is okay. The art and characters are nice, but
it's a bit pricey for how short it is.. I lost my job as a graphic designer for a private funeral home.. I really don't know how I feel
about this game
The story started quite interesting and there was this "decide where you want to put your ressources on" going on, like there was
strategy to it. But then it just went 0-100 real quick and left me disappointed. I don't like when its too quick cause then it just
doesn't make sense you know what I mean? The patch you gotta download from their website makes it more visually interesting
but the voice over is... well I've only done Megumi so far and its fake af... like they're reading a script during the act so its pretty
hard to believe in it. Anyway I think the VN had lot of potential but didn't make it. Though I might update this review as I do
the other routes for the achievements

Update: ok so I finished the game and I will say it was okay. I still think its too convenient how you quickly get to easily get
them in your pants - like the reasoning is too simple and there is a lack of progression IMO. Beside the kinky side of the game, I
must say it was an interesting read. The characters are likeable and they get along so it gave back some point to the game in my
book. Still lot of polishing needed IMO but if this is a 1 person work, then I am still impressed so I won't bash too hard. Cheers
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Eh, the visual novel game is okay. The art and characters are nice, but it's a bit pricey for how short it is.. Ohhhh My Where Do
I start Welll lets Start off with Yume MC Actually Girl Loves Manga And loves to draw Girl on girl or Yuri Comics Manga etc.
That being said she Wanted to persue her Art and by that I mean make it real sooo she Got invited to group That also Loved
Manga and anime as Much as she did. Little did she know it was all Girls welll And 1 guy but eh didnt do much Haha. As Time
Grew on Though 1 Girl Slowly Got Attaracted to Yume MC and Wow was it Veeery Sexy and hot haha Yume wanted to
produce Many diff Sections Involing Sexy things and toys Hint Hint If you kow what i mean XD. However each and every girl
did just that If not made it that way in very Sexual way \u2764\u2764\u2764\u2764 Yes its exciting to see and Watch as well. I
would Def DEF rec this Anyone who Loves Girl on Girl Yuri wise You will love this im sure of it.. Theres some pretty cool
voice acting. Alyjough I wish characters like Yume and the dad had voice acting too, still pretty cute game. So overall it really
wasn't a bad visual novel. I liked it had voices for the most part. The artwork was pretty good as well as music. The storyline was
pretty decent as well.

so there are a couple things that did catch my attention- missing audio but i think that will be added later
Scenes didn't match up with Yume and Kyoko with the vibrator. starts with it in her then it vanishes when it was suppose to be
in then comes back later.

With Rin there is a mispelled word where its suppose to be oh my god but its on my god. Even the voice says oh.
another with Rin inbetween should be in between.

I think it could use a gallery but currently there is none. for anyone who doesn't know to hide the text its H.. Theres some pretty
cool voice acting. Alyjough I wish characters like Yume and the dad had voice acting too, still pretty cute game
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